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PROLONGATIONS OF PSEUDOGROUP STRUCTURES

TO TANGENT BUNDLES
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1. Introduction. Recently, K.Yano and S.Kobayashi [6] defined the notion
of the prolongations of tensor fields to tangent bundle and A.Morimoto [3]
studied the prolongations of G-structures to tangent bundle.

The purpose of the present note is to give some remarks on the prolonga-
tions of pseudogroup structures and almost structures on a manifold to its
tangent bundle.

We summarize basic notations which will be used in the present note.
T(M) : tangent bundle of M
TX(M) : tangent space of M at x
Tf : differential of a differentiate mapping /
Fr(M) : bundle of r-frames of M
Gr(ή) : structure group of Fr(M) (n=dimM).

2. Prolongations of pseudogroups to tangent bundle. Let Γ be a
pseudogroup of differentiate transformations of Rn.

Let ix:Tx(Rn)->Rn for xzRn be the canonical identification of Tx(Rn)
with Rn. For an element φ of Γ, we set <px = ix

loφoix. Then <px is a differ-
entiable transformation of a neighborhood of a point of Tx(Rn) into Tx(Rn).
Let U be the domain of φzT. We define φ: T(U) —> T(JJ) as follows : For
(x, x) £ T(U) = UxRn, φ{x, x) = (x, φx(x)). Then φ is a differentiate trans-
formation of a subset of T(U) into T(U).

Let T={Tφo<ty\ φy ^ ^ Γ } . Then Γ is a pseudogroup of differentiable trans-
formations of T(Rn). It is clear that if Γ is transitive, so is Γ.

Let X be the sheaf of germs of all Γ-vector fields on Rn and X the sheaf
of germs of all vector fields on T(Rn), each of which is a sum of a complete
lift and a vertical lift of Γ-vector fields on JBW. Then X is the sheaf of germs of
all Γ-vector fields on T(Rn). Let L be the stalk of X&t the origin 0 <= Rn and L
the stalk of X at the point ()=(0,0) ς T(Rn). IfT is a transitive pseudogroup,
then L an4 L, are transitive filtered Lie algebras.
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Let Σ 9P with Q_ί = Rn and Σ QP with Q-1 = R2n be the associated graded

Lie algebras of L and L, respectively. Let x1, , xn be a coordinate system in
Rn and x1, • ,^n, i:1, , i:n the canonically induced coordinate system in

. Let X€ ]ΓβP. Then X can be written as X=Σx\^/^χi) with

where α4, α), α]fc, — are real numbers. It is clear that (a1) £ Rn, (aξ) € go>
€ β i , .

Let Xc (resp. Xv) be the complete (resp. vertical) lift of X. Then we can
easily see that

and

On the other hand, the asscκ iated graded Lie algebra Σ 9P O^ -̂  ̂ s generated
by X° + Y° for X.ΓeΣg*- Let

x= Σ («' + Σ «i*' + ̂ -

and

Then we have

Σ{(*'+ Σ ^ + -γΣ »**'*?•+
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This implies

PROPOSITION 2.1/ Let Σ 9? and YL> 9P be the associated graded Lie

algebras of L and L, respectively. Then we have

(a)) = (αJίS) € go, (a%γ) z g0, (aJ+n) = Oj-

=81X81,

= 9 2 > < 9 2 ,

•

COROLLARY 2.2.

type k, so is Σ 0p

other components are zero I

components are zeroϊ

is a graded Lie algebra of order r and of

COROLLARY 2.3. If ]Γgp is a graded Lie algebra of order 1, then ]Γgp

is involutive if and only if Σ&P Z 5 involutive.

1) α, & 7, δ= 1,2, , n, n +1, , 2n.
i,j,k, 1=1,2, •••,».
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PROOF. Let el9 , en and el9 , en,en+1, , e2n be the canonical bases
for Rn and R2n, respectively. Let

dk = dim [t € 9o|[ί,^i]= =[t,ek] = 0}

and

Since go = \\BJL) \A>BZ goj , we have

dk = 2dk (l^

and

This, together with Proposition 2.1, implies

2 w - l 7 1 - 1

dim gi-dimgo-^Γ Jα=2|dim gx-dim g0- Σ dλ .
a=l [ fc=l '

Hence ^ g^ is involutive if and only if ^Z QP 1S involutive.
Q.E.D.

3. Prolongations of pseudogroup structures to tangent bundles. Let
Γ be a pseudogroup of differentiate transformations of Rn and let M be a
differentiate manifold of dimension n. A Y-atlas on M is a collection of local
diffeomorphisms {λt, Ut} of M into Rn which satisfies \jUt = M and X^Xr1 $ Γ
for all £ and j such that UiΠUj^φ. Two Γ-atlases are said to be equivalent
if their union is a Γ-atlas. An equivalence class of Γ-atlases is called a
Y-structure on M.

First of all we prove the following

PROPOSITION 3.1. If {>*,[/*} is a Y-atlas on M, then (φoTλi, T(Ut)} is

a Y-atlas on T(M).

PROOF. If \ : Ui-^Rn and φ^Yy then φΌTλt : T(Ui)->T(Rn). Furthermore

if UiΠUj^φ, then (^^^(ψoTλ^ )"1 is a differentiate transformation of

(φoTXjXΊXUtΠU,)) into (φoT
Since
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= φ © Tλt o Tλ/* o -ψ " * = 9? o T(\i o λ 7*) o <ψ»"*

and λjoλj^Γ, we have

(φoTλ^ψoTλj)-1 € Γ.

Hence {φ°T\iy T(Ut)} is a f-atlas on Γ(M). Q.E.D.

THEOREM 3.2. /f M Λα5 α Γ-structure, then T(M) has a f-structure.

PROOF. Let {λt,C7t} and jX, U'a] be two Γ-atlases on M. Then {φoT\t,
T(Ui)} and [<poTλ'a, T{U'a)} are Γ-atlases on T(M). It suffices to prove that
if {λt,C7t} and {K,U'a} are equivalent, then (φoTλ^TCUi)} and {>Ό7X,
T(ί7ά)} are equivalent. {λt, Ϊ7t} and• {λά, f/«} are equivalent if and only if
λβoλ^^Γ for all i and a such that UiΠUa^φ.

Suppose {λ{, £/t} and {λ«, C/ά} are equivalent. Then we have

for all i and Λ such that U^U^φ. This implies that {φoT\u T(Ut)} and

{φΌTX'a, T(U«)} are equivalent. Q.E.D.

4. Prolongations of almost Γ-struchires. Following the notations of §2

let ^ βp and ^ gp be the associated graded Lie algebras of L and L, respectively.

By Corollary 2.2 we can assume that both ]Γ] gp and £ gp are of order r.

Let Go (resp. Go) be the Lie subgroup of Gι(n) (resp. Gι(2n)) whose Lie
algebra is g0 (resp. g0). Let Gγ (resp. G^) be the semidirect product of Go (resp.
Go) and the nilpotent Lie group generated by gi + Q2+ /92 + S3+ * * (resp.
81+82+ " V82 + 83+ ' * *)• Then Gi (resp. Gx) is a Lie subgroup of G\n) (resp.
G\2ri)). Inductively let Gr-λ (resp. G r_i) be the semidirect product of G r _ 2

(resp. G r_ 2) and the nilpotent Lie group generated by 8r-i + θr+ * * # /8r + 8r+i
+ (resp. 8^-1+ ί + * -/?r + <Wi+ •)• τ l i e n Gr-i (resp. G r_ x) is a Lie
subgroup of Gr(n) (resp. Gr(2n)) whose Lie algebra is 80 + 81+ * */8r + 8r+i
+ (resp. 80 + 81+ " * * /8r + 8r+i+ * ")• ̂  ^s easily seen that Gr_j is isomorphic
with T(βτ--ΐ). Let jr

n : T(Gr(n))^>Gr(2ri) be the injective homomorphism so that
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Gr-1=jn(T(Gr-.1)). For the sake of simplicity we denote Gr^ (resp. Gr_x) by

G (resp. G).

Let M be a difίerentiable manifold of dimension n. Let P be a G-structure

on M, that is, a reduction of the structure group Gr(n) of Fr(M) to the

subgroup G.

Let j i : T{Fr{M)) -> Fr(T(M)) be the injection determined by ^ : T(Gr(n))

-> Gr(2n). Then jr

M(T(P)) is a G-structure on Γ(M), that is, a reduction of the

structure group Gr(2ri) of Fr(T(M)) to the subgroup Ĝ  We shall call the G-

structure the prolongation of P and denote it by P.

A (local) diffeomorphism of M (resp. T(M)) is a (local) G-automorphism

(resp. G-automorphism) if and only if it leaves the G-structure P (resp. G-

structure P) invariant. A G-automorphism / of a G-structure P is said to be

fibre-preserving if f maps a fibre of T(M) —> M into a fibre.

THEOREM 4.1. L^ί P be the prolongation of P. Then every {local) G-

automorphism is fibre-preserving.

PROOF. Let nr: Fr(M) -> F\M) and nr: Fr(T(M)) -> Fι(T(M)) be the

natural projections. We shall denote by the same letters the natural projections

πr: Gr(ή)->Gι(n) and πr: Gr(2n)-*Gι(2ή) so that τtr(G)=G0 and Hr{G)=GQ.

Let P0 — 7rr{P) and P0 = πr(P). If / is a G-automorphism (resp. G-auto-

morphism), then it is necessarily a Go-automorphism (resp. G0-automorphism).

Let / be a local diffeomorphism of T(M) and let T(U) and T(V) be open

sets of T(M) such that / maps T(U) onto T(F). Let x € Γ(C7) and y z T(V)

such that f(x)=y. Let α:1, , xn, xn+ι, — , x2n with xn+ί = xί (resp. yι, ,

3;W?3;n+1

> JJ'2 7 1 with yn+i = yl) be a local coordinate system at x € T(Ϊ7) (resp.

3> ^ T(y)). Furthermore we assume that T(U) and T(V) are so small that they

admit local cross sections σ : T(U) —> Po and T : T(F) —> Po, respectively. If /

is a (local) G-automorphism, then it is a (local) Go-automorphism and hence

there is a mapping g of T(U) into Go such that

(4.1) βσ(x)) = τ(f(xy) g(x),

where f denotes the prolongation of f to Fι(T(M)). The local cross sections σ

and T are expressed by

and
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where σ% and τ% are differentiable functions on T(U) and T(V), respectively.
Let / = ( / " ) and g={gf). Then, from (4.1), we have

Since (T^) is non-singular, we denote by (rg) the inverse matrix of (τ%). Then
we have

Since the matrix ((g%(x)) belongs to Go, we have

(

Since every element of Go is of the form ί 1 with a^GQ, we have

(4. 2) Σ ^(/(x)).σjVw(^) ( - ^ ) =0 (i,j= 1,2, , π).

We can take σ: T(U) -> P o and T : T(V) -> Po as follows : Let φ: U->PQ (resp.
ψ: V —> Po) be local cross section and set σ—j\oTφ (resp. τ=j1

M°T'γ). Then
σ (resp. T) is a local cross section of T(C7) (resp. T(F)) into P o and

where (φj) (resp. (ψj)) denotes the non-singular matrix which represents the
local cross section φ (resp. ψ) ([3]). It is clear that the matrix (jf) is of the
form
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where (ψfy — iψΐ)'1. K we take σ and τ as above, then, from (4.2), we have

= 0.

Since (τl)=(ψi) and (<ήtn)—(φlj) are non-singular, we have

This implies that f is fibre-preserving. Q.E.D.
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